
From: Office of the Registrar
To:
Subject: FW: Letter of Comment - EB-2022-0200
Date: Monday, November 21, 2022 1:56:04 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: webmaster@oeb.ca <webmaster@oeb.ca>
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2022 1:36 AM
To: Office of the Registrar <Registrar@oeb.ca>
Subject: Letter of Comment - 

The Ontario Energy Board

-- Comment date --
2022-11-21

-- Case Number --
EB-2022-0200

-- Name --
Josie Diplacito

-- Phone --

-- Company --

-- Address --

-- Comments --
I am sharing my story in hopes it sheds light on how canadian citizens in their mid-30's are struggling to keep up
with the rising costs of our deceitfully inflated system. I live alone in a tiny 800 square foot condensed town unit
paying over $120 a month on gas bills alone and i barely turn on my heat or any other appliance. Our maintenance
fees have also gone up due to "gas inflation"..we can barely afford increased hydro, mortgage, and gas rates as is...if
enbridge/government increases these costs to double half of us will be on the street. Canada is the second largest
country in the world with plenty of natural resources our government needs to stop buying or refining elsewhere and
start digging up our own resources to be more self reliant and cost-effective. If you want a coubtry to grow you need
to stop buyimg resources from other countries and start harnessing our own abundant resources. This will not only
reduce our own costs for utilities but will also provide jobs to thousands of hard working Canadians. Stop hiding
behind the fake political notions of climate change when scientific research shows that climate change is false and
just away for politicians to get money...how does giving the government money save the climate when the money
goes in their pockets and nothing changes...so called pollution will be cut in half if you eliminate the transport we
pay for outsourced resources. Build our own pipeline and make Canada grow instead of charging citizens to pay for
your bargains from other countries. If Canada wants to be considered a powerful nation that protects its people it
needs to start producing its own gas. Its honestly inhumane in this cold country to raise costs for the excuse of
climate or war when in reality we are not affected by either and can selfsustain ourselves if the right leaders ignore
their own greed and pockets. Stop borrowing from the banks and start harnessing our own resources to build up
Canada and lower utility costs for our people.

-- Receive a copy of the decision? --
Yes



-- Attachment --




